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Tapping into surging interest in the impacts of our food choices on
ourselves and the wider world, Paul B. Thompson provides readers with
a guided tour of the landscape of food ethics, applying more than
thirty years of experience working with farmers, agricultural
researchers, and food system activists. Thompson follows the ethics of
diet and health from the ancient world to our current obesity crisis
and goes on to examine diet and health issues, livestock welfare,
world hunger, social injustice in food systems, environmental ethics,
Green Revolution technology, and GMOs from a philosophical standpoint.
The reconstruction of ancient Mesopotamian medical, ritual and omen
compendia and their complex history is still characterised by many
difficulties, debates and gaps due to fragmentary or unpublished
evidence. This book offers the first complete edition of the Assur
Medical Catalogue, an 8th or 7th century BCE list of therapeutic
texts, which forms a core witness for the serialisation of medical
compendia in the 1st millennium BCE. The volume presents detailed
analyses of this and several other related catalogues of omen series
and rituals, constituting the corpora of divination and healing
disciplines. The contributions discuss links between catalogues and
textual sources, providing new insights into the development of
compendia between serialization, standardization and diversity of
local traditions. Though its a novel corpus-based approach, this
volume revolutionizes the current understanding of Mesopotamian
medical texts and the healing disciplines of "conjurer" and
"physician". The research presented here allows one to identify core
text corpora for these disciplines, as well as areas of exchange and
borrowings between them.
The gut-brain axis has gained considerable attention from different
branches of the scientific community in recent years. In this book,
scientists from different disciplines present current scientific
knowledge on the topic. The interaction between the prokaryote and
eukaryote cells stimulates the evolutionary processes, and results in
various systemic illnesses such as neuropsychiatric disorders and may
help the continuity of health. Nature has provided us with healthy
food that builds our pharmacy. This natural pharmacy store may help
the body's healing processes through its effects on gut microbiota and
the immune system. This book aims to provide the reader with detailed
analyses of the current scientific knowledge on the gut-brain axis and
its relation with health and disease. We hope that the reader benefits
from the presented material.
Epidemics and Human Response in Western History
Islamic Perspective
???? ??????? ?? ???? ???????
Galen's Epistemology
Philosophy Between 500 and 1500

Presents a selection of articles that illustrate the intellectual curiosity and theoretical
vigour with which Arabs and non-Arabs living in the medieval Muslim world pursued
scientific endeavours. The focus is firmly on articles published during the last 20 years,
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during which the discipline has enjoyed a new bloom.
A review of the original edition of The Burdens of Disease that appeared in ISIS stated,
"Hays has written a remarkable book. He too has a message: That epidemics are
primarily dependent on poverty and that the West has consistently refused to accept this."
This revised edition confirms the book's timely value and provides a sweeping approach
to the history of disease. In this updated volume, with revisions and additions to the
original content, including the evolution of drug-resistant diseases and expanded
coverage of HIV/AIDS, along with recent data on mortality figures and other relevant
statistics, J. N. Hays chronicles perceptions and responses to plague and pestilence over
two thousand years of western history. Disease is framed as a multidimensional construct,
situated at the intersection of history, politics, culture, and medicine, and rooted in
mentalities and social relations as much as in biological conditions of pathology. This
revised edition of The Burdens of Disease also studies the victims of epidemics, paying
close attention to the relationships among poverty, power, and disease.
This book discusses the common principles of morality and ethics derived from divinely
endowed intuitive reason through the creation of al-fitr' a (nature) and human intellect
(al-‘aql). Biomedical topics are presented and ethical issues related to topics such as
genetic testing, assisted reproduction and organ transplantation are discussed. Whereas
these natural sources are God’s special gifts to human beings, God’s revelation as given
to the prophets is the supernatural source of divine guidance through which human
communities have been guided at all times through history. The second part of the book
concentrates on the objectives of Islamic religious practice – the maqa' sid – which
include: Preservation of Faith, Preservation of Life, Preservation of Mind (intellect and
reason), Preservation of Progeny (al-nasl) and Preservation of Property. Lastly, the third
part of the book discusses selected topical issues, including abortion, assisted
reproduction devices, genetics, organ transplantation, brain death and end-of-life aspects.
For each topic, the current medical evidence is followed by a detailed discussion of the
ethical issues involved.
Science and Its Times: 700-1449
Bibliographic Index
The Fat Studies Reader
Handbook of Halal Food Production
Postsecondary Sourcebook for Community Colleges, Technical, Trade, and Business
Schools Midwest/West Edition
The Complete Story of Civilization by Will Durant represents the most comprehensive attempt in our
times to embrace the vast panorama of man’s history and culture. This eleven volume set includes:
Volume One: Our Oriental Heritage; Volume Two: The Life of Greece; Volume Three: Caesar and
Christ; Volume Four: The Age of Faith; Volume Five: The Renaissance; Volume Six: The Reformation;
Volume Seven: The Age of Reason Begins; Volume Eight: The Age of Louis XIV; Volume Nine: The
Age of Voltaire; Volume Ten: Rousseau and Revolution; Volume Eleven: The Age of Napoleon
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted
on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections introduced by the digitization
process. Though we have made best efforts - the books may have occasional errors that do not impede
the reading experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring the book
back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide.
"The story of Sosipatra of Pergamon (4th century C.E.) as told by her biographer, Eunapius of Sardis in
his Lives of the Philosophers and Sophists, is a remarkable tale. It is the story of an elite young girl from
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the area of Ephesus, who was educated by traveling spirits (daemons), and who grew up to lead her own
philosophy school on the west coast of ancient Asia Minor. She was also a prophet of sorts, channeling
divine messages to her students, family, and friends, capable of mentally viewing events that were
happening in other locations, and foretelling the future. This volume is the first sustained, book length,
attempt to tell the story of this mysterious woman. It presents a rich contextualization of the brief,
sketchy, and highly fictionalized portrait provided by Eunapius"-Sosipatra of Pergamum
The Islamic Background of Modern Science
Food Ethics for Everyone
Al-Razi
Medical and Health Information Directory

This collection of essays covers the classical heritage and Islamic culture, classical
Arabic science and philosophy, and Muslim religious sciences, showing continuation of
Greek and Persian thought as well as original Muslim contributions to the sciences,
philosophy, religion, and culture of Islam.
Therapeutics has been central to the medical enterprise in all times and all places, but a
subject that is all too often neglected by historians. The seven essays in this volume share
an attempt to get beyond the easy dismissal of almost all therapeutics before the 20th
century as meaningless and harmful and to examine concrete dimensions of the
therapeutic encounter in its social, professional, religious and scientific reverberations.
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "Jewish Literature and Other
Essays" by Gustav Karpeles. DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a
legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing
in a new modern format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat
hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a
classic of world literature.
The History of Philosophy in Islam
From Field to Fork
Biological & Agricultural Index
Old Age and Disease in Early Modern Medicine
Our Oriental Heritage, Life of Greece, Caesar and Christ, Age of Faith, Renaissance,
Age of Reason Begins, Age of Louis XIV, Age of Voltaire, Rousseau and Revolution, Age
of Napoleon, Reformation
This is the first reference ever devoted to medieval philosophy. It covers all areas of
the field from 500-1500 including philosophers, philosophies, key terms and
concepts. It also provides analyses of particular theories plus cultural and social
contexts.
Determining what has gone wrong in a malfunctioning body and proposing an
effective treatment requires expertise. Since antiquity, philosophers and doctors have
wondered what sort of knowledge this expertise involves, and whether and how it can
warrant its conclusions. Few people were as qualified to deal with these questions as
Galen of Pergamum (129‒ca. 216). A practising doctor with a keen interest in logic
and natural science, he devoted much of his enormous literary output to the task of
putting medicine on firm methodological grounds. At the same time he reflected on
philosophical issues entailed by this project, such as the nature of experience, its
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relation to reason, the criteria of truth, and the methods of justification. This volume
explores Galen's contributions to (mainly scientific) epistemology, as they arise in the
specific inquiries and polemics of his works, as well as their legacy in the Islamic
world.
Until now, books addressing Halal issues have focused on helping Muslim consumers
decide what to eat and what to avoid among products currently on the market. There
was no resource that the food industry could refer to that provided the guidelines
necessary to meet the Halal requirements of Muslim consumers in the United States
and abroad. Handbook of Halal Food Production answers this need by summarizing
the fundamentals of Halal food production, serving as a valuable reference for food
scientists, food manufacturers, and other food industry professionals. This text delivers
a wealth of information about Halal food guidelines for food production, domestic and
international food markets, and Halal certification. Among chapters that cover
production requirements for specific foods such as meat and poultry, fish and seafood,
and dairy products, there are other chapters that address global Halal economy,
Muslim demography and global Halal trade, and comparisons among Kosher, Halal
and vegetarian. In addition, the book presents Halal food laws and regulations, HACCP
and Halal and general guidelines for Halal food Production. For persons targeting the
Halal food market for the first time, this book is particularly valuable, providing
understanding of how to properly select, process, and deliver foods. In light of the
increasing worldwide demand for Halal food service, branded packaged food, and
direct-marketed items, this volume is more than an expert academic resource; it is a
beneficial tool for developing new and promising revenue streams. Both editors are
food scientists who have practical experience in Halal food requirements and Halal
certification and the contributors are experts in the Halal food industries.
Philosophy and Ethics in Islam
Assyrian and Babylonian Scholarly Text Catalogues
History Of Philosophy In Islam
The Complete Story of Civilization
Essays in the History of Therapeutics
This book investigates the role of the Latin language as a vehicle for
science and learning from several angles. First, the question what
was understood as ‘science’ through time and how it is named in
different languages, especially the Classical ones, is approached.
Criteria for what did pass as scientific are found that point to
‘science’ as a kind of Greek Denkstil based on pattern-finding and
their unbiased checking. In a second part, a brief diachronic
panorama introduces schools of thought and authors who wrote in
Latin from antiquity to the present. Latin’s heydays in this function
are clearly the time between the twelfth and eighteenth centuries.
Some niches where it was used longer are examined and reasons
sought why Latin finally lost this lead-role. A third part seeks to
define the peculiar characteristics of scientific Latin using corpus
linguistic approaches. As a result, several types of scientific writing
can be identified. The question of how to transfer science from one
linguistic medium to another is never far: Latin inherited this role
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from Greek and is in turn the ancestor of science done in the
modern vernaculars. At the end of the study, the importance of Latin
science for modern science in English becomes evident.
Our understanding of science, mathematics, and medicine today can
be deeply enriched by studying the historical roots of these areas of
inquiry in the ancient Near East and Mediterranean. The fields of
ancient science and mathematics have in recent years witnessed
remarkable growth. The present volume brings together
contributions from more than thirty of the most important scholars
working in these fields in the United States and Europe in honor of
the eminent historian of ancient science and medicine Heinrich von
Staden, Professor Emeritus of Classics and History of Science at the
Institute of Advanced Study and William Lampson Professor
Emeritus of Classics and Comparative Literature at Yale University.
The papers range widely from Mesopotamia to Ancient Greece and
Rome, from the first millennium B.C. to the early medieval period,
and from mathematics to philosophy, mechanics to medicine,
representing both a wide diversity of national traditions and the
cutting edge of the international scholarly community.
Islamic Philosophy, Science, Culture, and ReligionStudies in Honor
of Dimitri GutasBRILL
Gut Microbiota
Encyclopedia of Medieval Philosophy
Latin as the Language of Science and Learning
International Record of Medicine and General Practice Clinics
Medicine, Magic and Divination

This book takes a thematic look at the historical roots of the debate
surrounding old age and disease.
This book presents the first edition, translation, and study of Hunayn ibn
Ishaq's Arabic translation of the Galenic treatise De diebus decretoriis
(kitab ayyam al-buhran 'Concerning the Critical Days'). It makes available
this key text on prognosis in medicine, and at the same time throws new
light on the activities of perhaps the most important translator in 9thcentury Baghdad.
"This book introduces readers to Abåu Bakr al-Råazåi (known as Rhazes in
Latin), one of the most innovative and divisive figures of the early
philosophical tradition in the Islamic world. It attempts to reconstruct his
notorious theory of "five eternals" which posited four principles alongside
God for the creation of the world, which led Razi to be charged with heresy
by other authors. Other topics discussed in depth include his medical
works, his alchemical theories, his works on ethics, and his controversial
views on religion and prophecy"-The Burdens of Disease
The Frontiers of Ancient Science
Essays in Honor of Heinrich von Staden
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Experience, Reason, and Method in Ancient Medicine
Islamic Philosophy, Science, Culture, and Religion
Winner of the 2010 Distinguished Publication Award from the
Association for Women in Psychology Winner of the 2010 Susan
Koppelman Award for the Best Edited Volume in Women’s Studies
from the Popular Culture Association We have all seen the
segments on television news shows: A fat person walking on the
sidewalk, her face out of frame so she can't be identified, as
some disconcerting findings about the "obesity epidemic"
stalking the nation are read by a disembodied voice. And we have
seen the movies—their obvious lack of large leading actors
silently speaking volumes. From the government, health industry,
diet industry, news media, and popular culture we hear that we
should all be focused on our weight. But is this national
obsession with weight and thinness good for us? Or is it just
another form of prejudice—one with especially dire consequences
for many already disenfranchised groups? For decades a growing
cadre of scholars has been examining the role of body weight in
society, critiquing the underlying assumptions, prejudices, and
effects of how people perceive and relate to fatness. This
burgeoning movement, known as fat studies, includes scholars
from every field, as well as activists, artists, and
intellectuals. The Fat Studies Reader is a milestone
achievement, bringing together fifty-three diverse voices to
explore a wide range of topics related to body weight. From the
historical construction of fatness to public health policy, from
job discrimination to social class disparities, from chick-lit
to airline seats, this collection covers it all. Edited by two
leaders in the field, The Fat Studies Reader is an invaluable
resource that provides a historical overview of fat studies, an
in-depth examination of the movement’s fundamental concerns, and
an up-to-date look at its innovative research.
Brain Axis
College Admissions Data Sourcebook Northeast Edition Bound
2010-11
Studies in Honor of Dimitri Gutas
New York Medical Journal
Newsletter
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